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Baita, Xiong’an

Towards and Alternative Urbanism
Minglu Wei & Ying Zuo
Statement:
In 1978, with the onset of the economic reform, the creating of SEZs started to accelerate in China. Nonetheless, beyond the success of these mega-cities, if one starts
to relate the history of SEZs with the political history of China, one may find that the
establishment and construction of Special Economic Zones have always been utilized as a method for the leaders of CCP to manifest their authorities and to fortify
their achievements. Such state projects are inevitably founded on a paradoxical claim.
While being announced as a monumental undertaking capable of glorifying the
country and benefiting people, it also demands sacrifices of citizens for a higher and
collective goal.
With the amendment of Chinese constitution, president Xi Jinping’s Xiong’an is reaching the climax of this political conviviality. Based on our experiences in the city, along
with the emphasis on the collective goal, the binary conflict between the powers and
locals and between modernity and local identities are particularly evident in Xiong’an.
However, the impacts of the establishment of Xiong’an, as well as of the former SEZs,
on local societies are far more convoluted than the seemingly simple binary opposition. However, while the establishments of the new cities and individuals’’ reactions
are creating new urban typologies and social classes, planners and architects in the
country tend to plan and study them from a totalizing view while ignoring the emotions and reactions of individuals. Thus, we believe that Xiong’an New Area is an opportunity to study urbanism from an alternative perspective through the perspectives
of individuals.
The project aims to take Baita, one of the rural villages in the New Area, as the sample to explore how architecture can respond within the uneven, interconnected but
also segregated condition, and how design can be regarded as means to interrogate
existing problems and to formulate unanticipated issues and solutions, and thus, to
anticipate the unknown, the unpredictable, future.
Thesis Advisor: Lawrence Chua
Advisory Group: Alternative Urbanism
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ABSTRACT
The project focuses on Xiong’an, the new
special area established in April 2017 by
the Chinese government, as well as the
Special Economic Zones (SEZs) in China,
both as a typology and political and economic events. By documenting and understanding the urban development pattern that has been implemented in China
since 1978 and by revealing the process of
translation and materialization of this capital and politics driven utopian model in the
past forty years, the objective is:
1
To construct an alternate portrait of the
development of Xiong’an, which is arguably a unique urban typology in China,
from pieces of affective imagery, narrative,
and provocations instead of from a totalizing or objective view.
2
To speculate on how the existing rural
conditions in Xiong’an may be distorted
and deformed as a translation and materialization of the conflicts and negotiation
between political and economic power
and local citizens.
9

INTRODUCTION
In 1978, with the onset of the economic reform, the creating of SEZs,
including Shenzhen, Shanghai, Binhai and Hainan, started to accelerate in China. Within less than 40 years, from 1978 to 2017, these
cities have grown into world-class metropolis in terms of population
and economy. Indubitably, in the last 40 years, the success of the politics and capital-driven urban development model and the greatness
of the cities cannot be denied. Nonetheless, if one starts to relate
the history of SEZs with the political history of China, one may find
that the establishment and construction of Special Economic Zones
have always been utilized as a method for the leaders of Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) to manifest their authorities and to fortify
their achievements. Such state projects are inevitably founded on a
paradoxical claim. While being announced as a monumental undertaking capable of glorifying the country and benefiting people, it also
demands sacrifices of citizens for a higher and collective goal.1
1. Hung Wu, Jason McGrath,
Stephanie Smith. Displacement:
The Three Gorges Dam and contemporary Chinese art. Chicago,
IL: University of Chicago Press,
2008. 23.
2. Rem Koolhaas. “City of Exacerbated Difference.” Great Leap
Forward. Cologne: Taschen,
2001. 27.

This conflicts between political powers at a larger scale and individuals’ reactions at a smaller scale is creating a completely new urban
substance.2 However, while the discussion on a macroscopic vision
of the nation’s or the city’s future at a territorial or urban scale is
frequently brought up, the microscopic gaze on its impact on individuals at a smaller scale did not get much attention. Along with the
magnificent urbanization spurred by political and economic powers,
the great amount of demolition of local existing urban fabrics, the
displacement of local citizens and the influx of migrants have led to
the ignorance of local residents as well as the destruction of local
memories and architectural identities.
With the amendment of Chinese constitution, president Xi Jinping’s
Xiong’an is reaching the climax of this political conviviality. Based on
my experiences in the city and conversations with locals during the
summer of 2018, along with the continuous emphasis on the collective goal, conflicts between the powers and locals and between
modernity and local identities are particularly evident in Xiong’an.
Instead of being inspired by and excited about the new special area,
most locals are feeling anxious, fearful and hopeless of their future since there are no places left for them in the planned new city.
Xiong’an, thus, to countless local residents, and to me, seems more
like a monument that celebrates the victory of the power against
citizens.
Indubitably, the impacts of the establishment of Xiong’an, as well as
those of the former SEZs, on local societies are far more convoluted
than the seemingly simple binary opposition between the ruling class
and civilians. From the perspective of the history of urban construc10

tion in China, under the influence of unique development model
and policies, the processes of modernization and urbanization often
transform existing urban fabrics into new urban typologies such as
urban villages in Shenzhen.
While urban typologies such as urban villages in Shenzhen, which
are individuals’ approach that fights against the top-down homogeneous urban development, are extremely significant for the shaping
of the cities, planners and architects in the country tend to plan and
study the city from a totalizing view through large scale zoning and
master plans at its birth while ignoring the emotions and reactions of
individuals. Even though much of these urban typologies have already become indispensable parts of the ecosystems of the city, they
have always been viewed merely as the byproduct of the grandiose
urbanization of China. Thus, I believe that Xiong’an New Area is an
opportunity to study urbanism from an alternative perspective – not
only through a totalizing view, but more importantly, also from the
perspectives of individuals.
If Chinese government’s stated plan is implemented, the city will undergo the most dramatic urbanization and modernization in this century, or even in the modern history of human beings since 1914. More
than 400 villages and 3 counties within the region will face unknown
fates. According to the history of SEZs in China, it is fair to assume
that, due to the unique regionality and political and economic intensity, brand new urban and architectural typologies will emerge out
of them. Thus, through affective imagery, narrative, fiction and provocations, the objective of the research is to construct an alternative
narrative of the development of Xiong’an New area and to speculate
on how the existing rural conditions may be distorted and deformed
as a translation and materialization of the conflicts and negotiation
between political and economic power and local citizens.
The hypothesis of how the subcategories interact is as follows: the
thorough study and non-traditional representation of the narrative of
Chinese Special Economic Zones allows for revelation of an alternative urbanism where the normal clear-cut dichotomy between macroscopic vision of collective goals and microscopic gaze on their impacts on individuals become less distinct. Along with the exploration
and documentation of the traces of modernization, this disclosure
will allow the project to speculate on the possibility of translation of
conflicts into urban and architectural public realms.
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BACKGROUND
In 1978, with Chinese Economic Reform and the following rapid
economic growth, the modernization and urbanization progress
started to accelerate in China. Over the past few decades, the
speed of the construction of megacities and the boom of national
real estate market was unprecedented. Multiple Special Economic
Zones (SEZs) were established to concentrate the labor forces and
public or private owned capitals from the entire nation. Within less
than 40 years, cities such as Shenzhen, Guangdong and Shanghai
have grown into world-class metropolis in terms of their population and economy. However, along with the magnificent growth of
urban areas, the problems related to transportation and congestion,
internal migration, and uneven distribution of excessive resources
have gradually emerged. Xiong’an New Area, the newly established
special zone, different from all the previous SEZs, is trying to relieve
the mega-city and to resolve these problems.
Established in April 2017, Xiong’an New Area is located about 100
km southwest from Beijing. Its main function, as announced by
the government, is to serve as a development hub for the Beijing
– Tianjin – Hebei (Jing-jin-ji) economic triangle. China will develop
this new area in the northern region parallel to the Shenzhen SEZ
in the south and Shanghai Pudong New Area in the east to serve
as another economic engine and to improve the coordinated development of the Beijing – Tianjin – Hebei region. Additionally, the
government recognizes it as an antidote to alleviate Beijing out
of some trifling functions. According to Chinese government, to
build Xiong’an New Area is an approach to explore a new model
of optimized development in densely populated areas and to restructure the urban layout in the Jing-jin-ji area. The establishment
of Xiong’an, proverbially, is viewed as the most ambitious move of
China in the 21st Century.
However, the grandiose planning of the new area requires a great
amount of demolition and replacement. It has an initial-phased
development area of 100 square kilometers. Within this range, there
are more than sixty villages and three counties where house over
one million residents. As announced by the central government,
within 25 years, the new area will eventually expand to 2000 square
kilometers, and it will cause the most severe relocation movement
in the history of China, even more problematic than that caused by
the Three Gorges Dam. President Xi Jinping and the central government are trying to create another Chinese miracle. However, to
me, and to countless local residents of that area, the Xiong’an New
Area seems more like a monument that celebrates the victory of the
political power against citizens.
15

As mentioned before, Xiong’an region consists of three counties
– Xiong county, Anxin Country and Rongcheng County, and more
than sixty villages. Before the establishment of the New Area, the
region was a typical northern Chinese rural area where agriculture
and manufacturing were the pillar industry. After the 19th National
People’s Congress, on April 1st, 2017, Chinese government lead by
Xi Jingping officially launched the planning and construction of the
new city. From then on, the region has been redefined as a “millennial plan” of national significance which will accomplish seven
major tasks:
Building a world-class, green modern and smart new city;
Becoming a city with a scenic ecological environment, blue
skies, fresh air and clean water;
Developing high-end innovative industries as new growth
engine;
Having quality public services and infrastructure, as well as a
new urban management model;
Establishing a fast, effective and green transport network;
Pushing for structural and institutional reforms to stimulate
market vitality expanded to the outside world;
Becoming a new platform for foreign co-operation.
The establishment of the New Area has led to a significant amount
of capital influx. By the end of September 2018, most of the major
Government-owned companies has entered the region, and within
the next 15 years, Xiong’an New Area will receive 385 billion dollars
investment. Countless private capital has also flowed into Xiong’an
rapidly. The real estate market of the region experienced a mania
on April 2nd, 2017, a day after the official announcement of the
New Area. The average housing price increased ten times within
48 hours. However, behind this grandiose capital carnival, is the
unprecedented political intensity. Other than another new special
zone of China, Xiong’an can also be viewed as a political statement
which manifests the power of CPC and consolidates the leadership
of President Xi Jinging.
It is indisputable that the special economic zones have greatly
contributed to China’s urbanization, modernization and economic
growth, and the great success of them cannot be ignored. However,
if one starts to relate the history of SEZs and the political history of
China, one may recognize that, to some extent, the establishments
of new Special zones are always a method for the leaders of CPC to
proclaim their authority and to fortify their achievements. Starting
with Deng Xiaoping’s Shenzhen, the following presidents of China
have gradually constructed their own SEZs including Pudong and
16

Binhai New Areas. From this perspective, after the amendment of
Chinese constitution, Xi Jingping’s establishment of Xiong’an has
reached the climax of the political conviviality.
In 2018, I spent two months during the summer working at
Xiong’an. The peculiar phenomenon I found is that instead of being inspired by and excited about the future of another mega-city,
based on my conversation with a plenty of them, most of the locals
are feeling anxious, fearful and hopeless of their future. To control
the land value and housing prices, the entire real estate market and
all the agencies have been shut down. New constructions by private companies or individuals became illegal. Not only in the urbanized area, but also in rural villages. Most of the local private-owned
clothes manufacturing factories have been closed by authorities to
make way for grand new avenues and state enterprise offices. With
the economic transformation, tens of millions of educated migrants
will swarm into the region. Agriculture will disappear with the transformation of rural agricultural land into urban construction land.
The locals are left no choice but to escape, or, eventually forced to
become “voluntary prisoners” of the city and move to the resettlement housing.
Indubitably, the establishment of the New Area and its impact on
local society and urban condition is far more convoluted than the
seemingly binary opposition between the ruling class and civilians.
From the perspective of the history of urban construction in China,
under the influence of unique rapid urban development model,
household registration and nationwide system, the expeditious
matropolitanization, the demolition of local urban fabrics and the influx of large number of migrants often bring the birth of new social
classes.
People commonly believe that, in the last 100 years, with the onset
of the World War and the rapid industrialization, modernism started to accelerate in early 20th century, and has colonized the world
while transforming divergent urban and architectural identities into
one universal typology. The modern urbanization process is always
viewed as a linear process which started in Europe or the U.S and
has been creating similar cities and buildings worldwide. However,
if one looked carefully, one may discover that, instead of a linear
process, it shows a rather clear unevenness which is particularly
evident in the construction of special economic zones in China.
During this process of constructing special zones, Chinese political
power has already been paraphrased into urban public realms in
numerous times in the country. Nonetheless, due to the disparity of
17
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political environment and regionality, this translation has suggested
great diversity, and has led to the emergence of unique urban and
architectural typologies. They have created vitality and identity for
the cities in the seemingly homogeneous urban development and
much of them have become indispensable parts of urban ecosystems.
Under the conflicts of binary opposition on the surface, the disparate urban, architectural and spatial typologies are more unpredictable, interconnected and interdependent than one could
imagine. The seemingly ordinary conditions, such as urban villages
in Shenzhen, are indeed the materialization and transliteration of
complicated processes of legislation and contradictions and compromises among different groups. Notwithstanding, just as Michael
Speaks, the Dean of Syracuse University School of Architecture
stated, “by definition, so too is the city, which architects and urbanists are increasingly called upon to manage and smooth into the
paste of Universal Modernism. Dependent on normative master
planning and data-driven smart solutions, strategies that are inherently conservative rather than future oriented.” In the absence of a
thorough understanding of the political and economic system underneath the existing urban and spatial typologies, architects and
planners continuously focus on traditional design methodologies
rather than speculate on possible future problems.

19
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Introducing Xiong’an. Digital image. The Beijinger. Accessed September 25, 2018. www.thebeijinger.com.
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Aerial views of Xiongan New Area. Digital image. Ecns. Accessed September 25, 2018. www.ecns.cn.
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Aerial views of Xiongan New Area. Digital image. Ecns. Accessed September 25, 2018. www.ecns.cn.
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Top: Aerial views of Xiongan New Area. Digital image. Ecns. Accessed September 25, 2018. www.ecns.cn.
Below: Aerial views of Xiongan New Area. Digital image. The Paper. Accessed October 2, 2018. m.thepaper.cn.
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RURAL AREA
As mentioned before, Xiong’an region consists of three counties
– Xiong county, Anxin Country and Rongcheng County, and more
than sixty villages. Before the establishment of the New Area, the
region was a typical northern Chinese rural area where agriculture
and manufacturing were the pillar industry. After the 19th National
People’s Congress, on April 1st, 2017, Chinese government lead by
Xi Jingping officially launched the planning and construction of the
new city. From then on, the region has been redefined as a “millennial plan” of national significance.
Rural vitalization strategy is a major strategy that put forward at the
19th CPC National Congress, and a historic task of overall importance which concerns fully building a modern socialist country.
Xi Jinping called for deepening the understanding of the major
strategy and always making resolving issues concerning agriculture, the countryside and farmers the top priority of the Party’s
work.
“It is the overall goal of rural vitalization strategy to modernize agriculture and rural areas and it is the strategy’s overall principle to
stick to prioritizing agriculture and rural areas”, Xi said.
He called for more efforts to prioritize the development of farmer
cooperatives and family farms so as to boost the efficiency of the
agricultural sector.
The president also called for boosting investment in agricultural
and rural infrastructure, speeding up the connectivity of urban-rural
infrastructure, and promoting two-way free flow of talents, land and
funding between urban and rural areas.
Calling talents the foundation of rural vitalization, Xi said more
efforts should be made to motivate the vitality of talented people in
rural areas and encouraging more talented people in cities to make
innovations and start new companies in the countryside.
In implementing the rural vitalization strategy, the focus should be
on quality instead of scale and speed, Xi said.
He stressed the importance of letting the market play the decisive
role and ensuring the government play its role better in promoting a
new round of rural reforms.t

“Xi Stresses Rural
Vitallization Strategy”.
http://english.xiongan.gov.cn/

1

Xi also highlighted the importance of creating a stronger sense of
fulfillment, happiness, and security for rural people in carrying out
the rural vitalization strategy.1

2018-09/23/c_129959276.htm
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LOW-DENSITY AREA
Unlike earlier planned Chinese cities, Xiong’an features a
low-density environment for which 70% of its eventual 2,000 sq
km-area is designated for green space. It will also focus on
advanced technologies. For example, China Mobile is already
investing in the future of Xiong’an, testing driverless cars that will
be applied to a smart transport system for the area.
Officials behind the ‘Thousand-Year Plan’ for Xiong’an have set their
sights high. Just as other remarkably built structures in the country
such as the Great Wall and Grand Canal have stood the test of time,
influencing socio-economic development and more – Xiong’an
plans to do the same as it showcases a future model for
development in China.
Xiong’an is the starting point to solving complex challenges in
effectively decentralising Beijing to benefit the Jing-Jin-Ji region as
a whole. When initial plans to develop Xiongxian, Rongcheng, and
Anxin counties were revealed for Xiong’an, the new city was introduced as one that would serve relocation demand for non-core
capital functions from Beijing, particularly SOE operations. But this
also led many to assume that Xiong’an would additionally receive a
significant proportion of unwanted non-core capital functions from
Beijing like manufacturing.
Yet as Beijing pushes out factories and low-end markets in a bid to
control its official population to 23 million people by 2020, we do
not see Xiong’an welcoming these tenants. Rather Xiong’an wishes
to develop a vibrant tertiary sector, with a focus on tech, finance,
research and development, and green industries.
Also, because Xiong’an has no dreams of becoming a mega-city –
with current plans set to cap its population at 3-5 million people in
the long run – it must carefully consider which industries are the
priority.
Simply relocating select functions or less desirable industries from
Beijing to Xiong’an is hardly a thousand-year plan. For Xiong’an to
truly be a trailblazer, it must serve a larger, regional purpose. Once
Xiong’an has been built up, quality facilities and supporting infrastructure will have wider regional reach. The completion of Beijing
Daxing International Airport by 2019 and increased rail connectivity
between Beijing and Xiong’an, for example, will facilitate greater
movement regionally, enabling growth of satellite cities. This will
enable firms to rely on multiple reliable options for relocation in and
around Xiong’an.

“Xiong’an – China’s new development
model ”.JLL. June 26, 2018.
http://www.joneslanglasalle.com.cn/
china/en-gb/news/659/xiong-an-newdevelop-model
2

Thus, as the catalyst for regional development, Xiong’an will not
only draw non-capital core functions and industries from Beijing,
but perhaps more importantly, foster – by extension – the development of new markets along the Beijing-Xiong’an corridor and in surrounding areas. This crucial missing link within the Jing-Jin-Ji delta
will thereby allow the region to achieve the same socio-economic
fortunes as the Yangtze River Delta. No doubt this accomplishment
will secure Xiong’an’s longevity for a thousand years to come.2
31
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Top: Meyers, Jessica. Construction Worker of Rongcheng. 2018. Los Angeles Times. Accessed October 10, 2018. www.latimes.com.
Below: Lee, Jason. Shepherd of Rongcheng. 2017. Newsweek. Accessed October 10, 2018. www.newsweek.com.
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MARGINAL AREA
By 2035, Xiongan will basically develop into a modern city that is
green, intelligent, and livable, with relatively strong competitiveness
and harmonious human-environment interaction.
By the middle of the century, it will become a significant part of the
world-class Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei city cluster, effectively performing
Beijing’s non-capital functions and providing the Chinese solution
to “big city malaise.”
It will serve as an example of the country’s high-quality development with world-leading economic and social indicators and a
modernized governance system, which will manifest advantages of
the socialist system with Chinese characteristics.
The document also requires that resources and environment carrying capacity must be taken as an inflexible constraint of space
layout so that the population size, land use scale as well as the
development intensity of the new area can be reasonably decided.
The document says that priority shall go to ecological protection
while the new area is pursuing green development.
With the total area of construction land set at approximately 530
square kilometers, Xiongan will strictly control land use and cap its
land development intensity at 30 percent.
About 10 percent of the new area’s land will be put under permanent protection as basic farmland, while the population density will
be no more than 10,000 people per square kilometer.
The document says that Xiongan New Area aims to explore a new
pattern for urban-rural development.
Within a land area of 50 square kilometers, new types of villages
will be developed which will feature thriving businesses, a pleasant
living environment, sound infrastructure facilities and public services, and efficient grassroots governance.
Xiongan’s architecture and layout will combine both traditional cultural elements and world’s best design philosophies. The height of
buildings will be limited, except for special districts for commerce
and finance functions and business headquarters.
Cultural heritages will be well preserved and properly utilized. Archaeological parks, museums of ancient ruins and exhibition halls
will be erected, and the protection of historic cities and villages will
be integrated into city construction.
The document says that ecological restoration work will be started in Baiyangdian Lake, including restoring the lake’s area to 360
square kilometers. Meanwhile, water pollution will be treated while
the forest coverage rate will rise from 11 percent to 40 percent.
Moreover, a negative list will be implemented to close down and
ward off high-pollution and energy-intensive production.
“China Publishes Master Plan for Xiongan New Area ”.Xinhuanet. April 21, 2018.
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-04/21/c_137127416.htm
3

In the long term, Baiyangdian National Park will be established.3
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Location of Xiong’an through Chinese Dynasties
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ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW AREA
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Top: Busy Subway in Beijing. Digital image. ZiMedia. Accessed October 20, 2018.
Below: Busy Subway in Beijing. Digital image. Ausbt. Accessed October 20, 2018. www.ausbt.com.au.
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CONGESTION IN BEIJING
2008

Twenty years ago, Beijing had a very efficient and safe bike system
that was used by 80% of the population. Now, this number has
dropped to less than 20% and cars have become the preferred
option, resulting in congested, dangerous, and smelly roads. This
is not helped by the fact that China is the biggest car market in the
world with one million new cars on the roads every month. In 2008,
officials ordered car owners to only drive on certain days of the
week, but congestion did not ease.

One year after the Beijing 2008 Olympics, the traffic congestion
had increased by 4.3% in the morning rush hour and 6.1% in the
evening rush hour. A 2011 report by Beijing Zhonglin Assets Co. Ltd
showed economic losses due to traffic and pollution of 105.6
billion yuan; 7.5% of the city’s GDP. This included the
environmental damage, 45 billion yuan. This problem is worsening
in all of China’s urban areas, even the small cities. Already in
Beijing, there are over 200 cars for every 1000 people.4

“Beijing: Traffic Congestion ”.Weebly.
https://bbeijinggg.weebly.com/traffic-congestion.html

4
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Top: Xi Jinping and Hu Jintao. Digital image. Xinhuanet. Accessed October 6, 2018. www.xinhuanet.com
Below: Xi and Mao. Digital image. Voice of Tibet. Accessed October 20, 2018. www.vot.org.
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XI JINPING TAKES OFFICE
2012

Xi Jinping became president of China in 2012, ushering in an era of
increased assertiveness and authoritarianism.
He has been front and centre of China’s push to cement its position
as a superpower, while also launching crackdowns on corruption
and dissent.
A consummate political chess player who has cultivated an enigmatic strongman image, the leader of the ruling Chinese Communist Party has rapidly consolidated power, having his ideas
mentioned by name in the constitution - an honour that had been
reserved only to Mao Zedong until now.
The “Xi Jinping Thought” means that any challenge to the president
will now be seen as a threat to Communist Party rule.
A seven-man leadership committee unveiled in October 2017
included no obvious heir, raising the prospect that Mr Xi intended
to govern beyond the next five years. The Communist Party has
now confirmed that aim, with a proposal to remove a clause in the
constitution that limits the presidency to two terms.
Mr Xi has vigorously pursued what he has called a “great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation” with his China Dream vision.
Under him, China has enacted economic reform to combat slowing
growth, such as cutting down bloated state-owned industries and
reducing pollution, as well as its One Belt One Road trade project.
The country has become more assertive on the global stage, from
its continued dominance in the South China Sea despite international protestations, to its exercise of soft power by pumping billions of dollars into Asian and African investments.
This has been accompanied by a resurgence in patriotic nationalism whipped up by state media, with a particular focus on Mr Xi as
China’s strongman leader, leading some to accuse him of developing a personality cult like that of former leader Mao Zedong.5

“Profile: China’s President Xi Jinping”.
BBC News. Feb 25, 2018.
https://www.bbc.com/news/
world-asia-pacific-11551399fic-congestion.html

5
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Top: 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of China. Digital image. Xinhuanet. Accessed October 6, 2018. www.xinhuanet.com.
Below: 6th Plenary Session of 18th CCDI of CPC. Digital image. Accessed October 6, 2018. www.xinhuanet.com.
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THE ANNOUNCEMENT
APRIL 2017

On April 1, 2017, President Xi Jinping surprised both the Chinese
public and China watchers overseas by designating three counties in Hebei Province as the “Xiong’an New Area.” In doing so,
Xiong’an—a combination of the Chinese characters for “brave”
and “peace”—joined economic powerhouses like Shenzhen and
Shanghai’s Pudong on a shortlist of areas the Chinese central government has designated for special development throughout the
past forty years.6
“The establishment of Xiongan New Area in Hebei Province is a significant decision and arrangement by the CPC Central Committee
with Comrade Xi Jinping at the core to push forward the coordinated development of Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei,” the plan reads.
Xiongan is another new area of “national significance” following
the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone and Shanghai Pudong New
Area, according to the document.
The area’s creation is “a strategy that will have lasting importance
for the millennium to come, and a significant national event.”
In April 2017, China announced the establishment of Xiongan New
Area, spanning three counties in Hebei Province about 100 km
southwest of downtown Beijing.
(Xiongan) should have “a scientific, spatial urban layout,” the document says. An area of about 100 square km between Rongcheng
and Anxin counties will be developed first. The area for medium-term development, covering about 200 square km, will grow in
a “steady and orderly manner,” and a larger area will be demarcated
for future growth.
Xiongan will be a location for many of Beijing’s non-capital functions and relocated population. The area will become a new home
for Beijing’s colleges, hospitals, business headquarters, financial
and public institutions that meet the requirement of Xiongan’s status and development.
“A Brave New World: Xi’s Xiong’ an”. The
Brookings Institution. April 20, 2018.
https://www.brookings.edu/opinions/abrave-new-world-xis-xiongan/
6

Xiongan will be turned into a highland for reform and opening-up,
and it should explore new ways to promote high-quality development and develop a modernized economy in the new era.7

“China Approves Mater Plan for Xiongan
New Area”. Xinhuanet. April 21, 2018.
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-04/21/c_137125801.htm

7
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Top: Violent Demolition in China. Digital image. Caixin. Accessed October 16, 2018. china.caixin.com.
Below: Beijing Forces Migrant Workers from their Homes. Digital image. CNN. Accessed October 18, 2018. www.cnn.com.
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THE PRELUDE: BEIJING EVICTION
NOVEMBER 2017

The Chinese authorities call them the “low-end population” thousands of rural migrant workers who flee the poverty of rural
China for better-paid jobs in metropolises like Beijing.
They help build, clean and feed the capital. But they no longer fit
the dazzling image President Xi Jinping wants for Beijing. His dream
is a showpiece capital, befitting China’s ambitions as a world superpower.
Beijing is fine-tuning its five-year plan: to reduce the city’s population by 15 percent by 2020, and they are pursuing this goal with
unrelenting ruthlessness.
To help transform this megacity, the capital has launched a campaign to get rid of its poorest residents.
Entire neighbourhoods are being bulldozed, with residents often
only given a few days to pack up their belongings and find new
homes.8
Authorities have publicly said they plan to cut the population in
downtown Beijing by 15% from 2014 levels -- about 2 million people
-- as part of efforts to cap Beijing’s population at 23 million by 2020.
The easiest way to meet those goals, critics say, is by targeting
the poorest of the poor -- migrant workers with little money and
nowhere else to go, except back to the rural poverty of their home
provinces.
The municipal government has denied that the evictions are targeting migrant workers, or that they’re part of the wider plan to reduce
Beijing’s population.
Beijing Communist Party Chief Cai Qi has said that “ongoing safety
checks” should be “human-centered,” and the local government
has held job fairs for those who’ve lost their jobs where factories
and warehouses have been shut down.
The Beijing government said that more than 1,800 jobs had been
offered to those displaced; however, that falls far short of the total
number of people who have been evicted, according to critics.
The government says it’s also offering assistance for those workers
who wish to leave Beijing and return to their hometown, and building subsidized rental housing -- though it gave few details on those
plans.
“Beijing’s Brutal Evictions”. Al Jazeera.
May 31, 2018.
https://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/101east/2018/05/beijing-brutal-evictions-180527093537974.html
8

The Beijing Work Safety Commission that initiated the cleanup
drive didn’t respond to a request for comment.
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Top: Wu, Hong. Beijing Eviction. 2017. Shutterstock. Accessed October 10, 2018. www.latimes.org.
Below: Low-end Population. Digital image. Reuters. Accessed October 10, 2018. www.scmp.com.
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In some of the first government documents on the so-called cleanup, officials referred to targeting areas with a “low-end population.”
The term sparked backlash among social media users, some of
whom are now using it as an irreverent badge of honor.
However, in response to the growing outrage, China’s Internet censorship machine ramped up.
Posts including the keywords “low-end population” have been censored on social networks WeChat and Weibo, and the Beijing government has denied using this term and appears to have stopped
using it in public documents.
The evictions appear to have awoken some members of China’s
ever-expanding middle class to the plight of the average migrant
worker -- the people who not only helped build Beijing, but make
sure that its day-to-day needs are met.
Some complain about increased delays in package and food delivery services -- some 90% of Beijing’s famed delivery drivers, who
navigate the city on scooters, are migrant workers, according to
Zhao Xiaomin, an analyst with Guansho Consulting.
Li, who has owned a small hardware store in south Beijing for 13
years, said the Daxing fire is clearly an excuse to force out people
like him.
“The government welcomed migrant workers to come and contribute to building the city 10 years go. But now they want us to leave
when they don’t need us anymore,” said Li.
“People are left no leeway at all. Why are they in such a rush?”9

“Beijing forces migrant workers from
their homes in ‘savage’ demolitions”. Matt
Rivers and Serenitie Wang. CNN. Dec 09,
2017.
https://www.cnn.com/2017/12/08/asia/
china-migrant-workers-evictions-beijing/index.html
9
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Illustration by Tim O’Brien for TIME . 2016. TIME. Accessed October 16, 2018. time.com.
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THE CLIMAX: CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT

President Xi Jinping of China is poised to rule the country indefinitely after Chinese lawmakers passed changes to the country’s constitution abolishing presidential term limits.
The amendment was sure to pass the country’s rubber-stamp legislature, the National People’s Congress, which voted 2,958 in favor,
two opposed and three abstaining.
Since Xi assumed leadership of China’s Communist Party in 2012,
he has rapidly consolidated power to levels not seen since the era
of Mao Zedong. The constitutional change officially allows him to
remain in office after the end of his second term in 2023.
The move represents the end of China’s 40-year-long reform era. he
era began after the death of Chairman Mao Zedong in 1976, when
China tried to move away from the political violence and cult of
personality that characterized his rule.
The two-consecutive-term limit to China’s presidency was put in
place by Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping in 1982 “in order to avoid
the kind of chaos and tumult that can sometimes happen when you
have a single authoritarian leader, as China had with Mao Zedong.
The National People’s Congress approved two additional constitutional amendments, including “the addition of a political philosophy
called Xi Jinping Thought to the constitution, and the creation of
politically driven ‘supervisory commissions’ tasked with
investigating party members and civil servants.

“China Removes Presidential Term
Limits, Enabling Xi Jinping To Rule
Indefinitely”. James Doubek. NPR. Mar
11, 2018.
https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2018/03/11/592694991/china-removes-presidential-term-limits-enabling-xi-jinping-to-rule-indefinitely

10

China’s state-run news agency Xinhua described the event simply,
with the headline: “China’s national legislature adopts constitutional amendment.” The agency said the constitutional changes have
“won approval from both inside and outside the Party, is of historic
significance for ensuring prosperity and lasting security of both the
Party and the country.” 10
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Diagrams of Xiong’an New Area
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THE PLANNING
By 2035, Xiongan will develop into a modern city that is green,
intelligent and liveable, with an emphasis on strong
competitiveness and harmonious human-environment interaction.
The 10-chapter document, which is the fundamental guideline on
the planning and development of Xiongan New Area, lists overall
development goals for the new area.
Here are the nine highlights of the newly released document11:
1.Developing a scientific and rational layout

About 10 per cent of the new area’s land will be put under permanent protection as basic farmland, while the population density will be no more than 10,000 people per square kilometre .

2. Shaping the city landscape for a new era

Xiongan’s architecture and layout will combine both traditional cultural elements and the best
global design philosophies. Cultural heritage will be well preserved and properly utilised.

3. Building a beautiful natural ecology and environment

Ecological restoration work will be started in Baiyangdian Lake, including restoring the area of
what is northern China’s largest freshwater body to 360sq km. Water pollution will be tackled
and the forest coverage rate will rise from 11 per cent to 40 per cent.

4. Developing high-end and hi-tech industries

The new area will be at the forefront of promoting cutting-edge technology industries, with
co-ordinated development of the real economy, technological innovation, finance and human
resources.

5. Providing quality shared public services

The new area will provide quality public facilities and services to its dwellers and form a diversified housing system. As a liveable and business-friendly city, it will put property development
under strict control and establish a long-term mechanism to prevent speculation in real estate.

6. Construction of fast and highly efficient transport network

Xiongan plans to build a fast and highly efficient transport network. It will take only 20 minutes
to travel by high-speed rail from Xiongan to Beijing’s planned new airport in Daxing district, 30
minutes to Beijing and Tianjin, and an hour to Shijiazhuang, capital of Hebei province.

7. Building a green and smart new city

In Xiongan, a green and low-carbon way of production, living, building and administration will be
promoted. For instance, advanced environment-friendly and energy-saving materials and techniques
will be widely used in construction.

8. Fostering a modernised city security system
“Highlights of Xiongan New Area master
plan”. China Daily. The Telegraph. May 02,
2018.
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/
world/china-watch/business/highlights-of-xiongan-development/

11

A modernised city security system will be established with complete high-standard disaster prevention and disaster alleviation facilities, so that the new area can quickly respond to disasters and
emergencies and develop safely and effectively.

9. Ensuring orderly and effective implementation of the plan

Xiongan New Area will offer historical heritage for future generations. The country should be patient,
and stick to the plan, taking a long view of history. The planning system should be improved, as well
as related policy regulations and technical rules.
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Central Planning of Xiong’an New Area
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BAITA VILLAGE
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Ariel View of Baita Village. Photo taken by Author. Summer 2018.
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Streets in Baita Village. Photo taken by Author. Summer 2018.
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BAITA VILLAGE
Baita Village is located on the western side of the axis of Xiong’an
planning area. The Xiong’an New Area in North China’s Hebei Province started requisition of land for the construction of offices over
the weekend, local authorities said.
China announced plans on April 1, 2017 to establish the Xiongan
New Area.
It is about 100 kilometers southwest of Beijing and spans Hebei’s
Xiongxian, Rongcheng and Anxin counties.
The new economic zone will take up 1,000 mu (67 hectares) of land
to build a temporary office area, the Xiongan New Area Management Committee said in a statement posted on its WeChat public
account on Saturday.
The land will take some parts of the area in Rongcheng’s Mazhuang
village, Baita village and Dongguan village, and will involve 240
local households, according to the committee.
The primary functions of the office area will be for temporary office buildings for the new area’s management committee as well
as some enterprises. It will also serve as an exhibition area for
Xiongan’s planning and construction, and for venues for meetings,
reception and handy services for the public.
As the policies related to Xiongan’s land requisition and residental
allocation have not yet been unveiled, the fees for the temporary
land use will be 1,500 yuan ($231) per mu each year, the management committee said.
The local government will pay residents half-year land fees after
they sign the agreement and will sign formal ones after specific
policies are rolled out.
On Saturday, the new economic area signed its first temporary land
requisition agreement with a local resident named Jiang Junming
from Mazhuang to gain 1.75 mu of land. Jiang received 4,147.5
yuan in compensation.12
“Xiongan New Area starts requisition of
land for offices, farmers compensated”.
Global Times. Sep 10, 2017.
http://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1065719.shtml
12
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Figure Ground Drawing of Baita Village
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Propaganda in Baita Village. Photo taken by Author. Summer 2018.
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POLITICAL INTENSITY
The proposed research focuses on Xiong’an, the new special area
established in April 2017 by the Chinese government, as well as the
Special Economic Zones (SEZs) in China, both as a typology and
political and economic events. By documenting and understanding the urban development pattern that has been implemented in
China since 1978 and by revealing the process of translation and
materialization of this capital and politics driven utopian model in
the past forty years, the objective is:
1.
To construct an alternate portrait of the development of
SEZs, which is arguably a unique urban typology in China, from
pieces of affective imagery, narrative, and provocations instead of
from a totalizing or objective view.
2.
To speculate on how the existing rural conditions in Xiong’an
may be distorted and deformed as a translation and materialization
of the conflicts and negotiation between political and economic
power and local citizens.
In 1978, with the onset of the economic reform, the creating of
SEZs, including Shenzhen, Shanghai, Binhai and Hainan, started to
accelerate in China. Within less than 40 years, from 1978 to 2017,
these cities have grown into world-class metropolis in terms of population and economy. Indubitably, in the last 40 years, the success
of the politics and capital-driven urban development model and the
greatness of the cities cannot be denied. Nonetheless, if one starts
to relate the history of SEZs with the political history of China, one
may find that the establishment and construction of Special Economic Zones have always been utilized as a method for the leaders
of Chinese Communist Party (CCP) to manifest their authorities and
to fortify their achievements.
If Chinese government’s stated plan is implemented, the city will
undergo the most dramatic urbanization and modernization in
this century, or even in the modern history of human beings since
1914. More than 400 villages and 3 counties within the region will
face unknown fates. According to the history of SEZs in China, it is
fair to assume that, due to the unique regionality and political and
economic intensity, brand new urban and architectural typologies
will emerge out of them. Thus, through affective imagery, narrative,
fiction and provocations, the objective of the research is to construct an alternative narrative of the development of Xiong’an New
area and to speculate on how the existing rural conditions may be
distorted and deformed as a translation and materialization of the
conflicts and negotiation between political and economic power
and local citizens.
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Propaganda in Baita Village. Photo taken by Author. Summer 2018.
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Rental Advertisement in Baita Village. Photo taken by Author. Summer 2018.
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CONFLICTS

The establishment and construction of Special Economic Zones
have always been utilized as a method for the leaders of Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) to manifest their authorities and to fortify
their achievements. Such state projects are inevitably founded on a
paradoxical claim. While being announced as a monumental
undertaking capable of glorifying the country and benefiting
people, it also demands sacrifices of citizens for a higher and
collective goal. 13
This conflicts between political powers at a larger scale and
individuals’ reactions at a smaller scale is creating a completely
new urban substance.14 However, while the discussion on a
macroscopic vision of the nation’s or the city’s future at a territorial
or urban scale is frequently brought up, the microscopic gaze on its
impact on individuals at a smaller scale did not get much attention.
Along with the magnificent urbanization spurred by political and
economic powers, the great amount of demolition of local existing
urban fabrics, the displacement of local citizens and the influx of
migrants have led to the ignorance of local residents as well as the
destruction of local memories and architectural identities.
With the amendment of Chinese constitution, president Xi Jinping’s
Xiong’an is reaching the climax of this political conviviality. Based
on my experiences in the city and conversations with locals during
the summer of 2018, along with the continuous emphasis on the
collective goal, conflicts between the powers and locals and
between modernity and local identities are particularly evident in
Xiong’an. Instead of being inspired by and excited about the new
special area, most locals are feeling anxious, fearful and hopeless
of their future since there are no places left for them in the planned
new city. Xiong’an, thus, to countless local residents, and to us,
seems more like a monument that celebrates the victory of the
power against citizens.
Hung Wu, Jason McGrath, Stephanie
Smith. Displacement: The Three Gorges
Dam and contemporary Chinese art.
Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press,
2008. 23.
14
Rem Koolhaas. “City of Exacerbated
Difference.” Great Leap Forward. Cologne: Taschen, 2001. 27.
13
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Rental Advertisement in Baita Village. Photo taken by Author. Summer 2018.
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Rental Advertisement in Baita Village. Photo taken by Author. Summer 2018.
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Top: Wu, Huiyuan. Liu Hezhu sits waiting for a repairman in Xiong County. 2017. Sixth Tone. Accessed October 10, 2018. www.sixthtone.com.
Below: vvv
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Top: Wu, Huiyuan. Workers sew fabric at factory in Rongcheng County. 2017. Sixth Tone. Accessed October 10, 2018. www.sixthtone.com.
Below: Wu, Huiyuan. Jin Pang worries her new house construction in Anxin County. 2017. Sixth Tone. Accessed October 10, 2018. www.sixthtone.com.
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TYPOLOGICAL RESEARCH
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Top: City Skyline of Shenzhen. Digital image. Ifeng. Accessed October 6, 2018. news.ifeng.com.
Middle: View of Pudong. Digital image. Shanghaieye. Accessed October 6, 2018. www.shanghaieye.com.cn.
Bottom:Binhai New Area Hangu District. Digital image. Wikimapia. Accessed October 6, 2018. wikimapia.org.
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The establishment of SEZ has been used
as a political method for leaders of CCP to
manifest their authority and to fortify their
achievement.
In China, state projects are always based
on a paradoxical claim:
On the one hand, the government is announcing them as monumental undertakings that are capable to glorify the country and are meant to serve the people by
bringing them better lives.
On the other hand, it requires the sacrifices of individuals for a higher collective
goal.
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CHINESE GENERIC VILLAGE
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Top: Nantou Old Town in Shenzhen. Digital image. Pipaprize. Accessed October 6, 2018. www.pipaprize.com.
Middle: Nantou Old Town in Shenzhen. Digital image. Szhkbiennale. Accessed October 6, 2018. en.szhkbiennale.org.
Bottom: Shenzhen: Village in a City. Digital image. Polis. Accessed October 6, 2018. www.thepolisblog.org.
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THE PAST AND FUTURE OF GENERIC VILLAGES IN CHINA

In 1978, along with the onset of the Chinese economic reform, the urbanization process in the country started. In the past few decades, the
urban area started to expand into the rural areas, and the rural villages
have been regenerated as generic villages.
The generic villages, a spontaneously developed rural and urban
typology, is actually materializations and translations of a series of legislations, negotiations and conflicts among different groups of people
into urban public realms.
Originally, according to the code of Planning Bureau in Shenzhen, the
foot print of a village house cannot exceed 100 square meters, and
the building area cannot exceed 240 square meters in total. Thus,
originally, villagers tended to occupy the whole 100 square meters to
maximize their profit. And usually they planned their houses in a 10m
x 10m square shape so most of the rooms can have access to fresh air
and sunlight. They were single-family housing at first. Also, according
to the Planning Code, the spacing between each house on both sides
are 3m, and 8m in front and back. Thus, to maximize the amount of
house in a certain area, people strictly followed the code, and formed
a square-driven grid. Because of the rapid urbanization and the growth
of demands of housing, villagers started to illegally expand their housing both vertically and horizontally. Most of them reach the height of 8
to 10 levels, and the spacing between houses was reduced to about 1
meter.
In 1980, The government tried to control and manage the villages.
First, they enacted the Land Allocation Policy. Then, in 1986, the
government enforced per person land allocation. However, due to the
large population growth and the migrant workers population boom,
villagers ignored regulations and illegally constructed structures for
rental. In 1993, In respond to the increase of population and the needs
of housing, the government set up the upper limit of land per household regardless of the number of people. Thus, villagers rebuilt all of
their houses completely to reach the maximum floor area. Later, in
1995, Because the buildings in villages are becoming dense, the government suspended the building approvals. However, the rent was the
only source of income of villagers, and the lack of enforcement in the
villages caused the villagers’ ignorance of the regulation and continued to build illegally. Finally, in 2001, To manage the illegal buildings,
the government started to legitimize the buildings, the owners of the illegal buildings need to pay penalty and land use fee to legitimize their
buildings, if they refuse, their properties would become completely
illegal and the government can immediately demolish them. Once they
finished the process and legitimized their buildings, they will need to
give up their traditional freehold land and start to leasing land from the
government. The land will be owned by the government. By signing
the land leasing agreement, the villagers’ buildings would become
legal, but they will no longer own the land. When the lease expires, the
government can choose to withdraw the lease.
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Timeline of the change of Baita Village
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Timeline of the change of Baita Village
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Timeline of the change of Baita Village
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Timeline of the change of Baita Village
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Timeline of the change of Baita Village
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Timeline of the change of Baita Village
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NEW URBAN TYPOLOGY AND SOCIAL CLASSES

Based on our study on Shenzhen, the establishment of a new city and its impact on
local society is far more complicated than
the seemingly simple binary opposition
between ruling class and citizens.
These Conflicts between the collective
goal and the individuality is giving birth
to new urban or architectural typologies
such as urban villages.
They are individuals’ approaches to fight
against the dominance of political powers
at a smaller scale.
Instead of merely byproducts of urbanization, they are exteremly significant in
terms of shaping the city as it is.
Thus, we believe that Xiong’an is an opportunity for us to imagine how existing
rural villages may be transformed or distored.

12
“Xiongan New Area starts requisition of
land for offices, farmers compensated”.
Global Times. Sep 10, 2017.
http://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1065719.shtml

This speculation will made not only
through a totalizing view, but more importantly, also from the perspective of individuals.
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Axonometric drawing of Urban Village in Shenzhen
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Axonometric drawing of Urban Village in Shenzhen
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Axonometric drawing of Urban Village in Shenzhen
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A GLIMPSE OF BAITA
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The family has lived in in this ordinary courtyard house for a long time.

The family has lived in in this ordinary courtyard house for a long time.
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The family has lived in in this ordinary courtyard house for a long time.
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Following the tradition, they started the renovation right after the spring festival. The construction will take about three months and the family has
to move to other temporary shelter during this period.

However, in April, two months after the constructed is started, the
Xiong’an New Area was announced.

The village was planned as a part of the New Area, and all the constructions are banned by the local government to limit the demolition cost.
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Local authorities came to the construction site and told the family that
the renovation of their own house cannot be continued.

Their new house can now never be built.

The young people decided to leave their hometown since there’s no places for them to stay and to raise their children. However, for the elders, they
decided to live in the ruin of the house, because they have no places to go to.
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In the village, there are some empty exterior spaces along the sides of the roads.

Gradually, they have become community public spaces for the village.
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Residents come there, sitting on the bricks and relics to play cards and

These left-over spaces without design or planning have become the centers of the village.
The local authorities of the village government did not give attention to them even though they are not well-managed since Baita is just one of
thousands of villages in China.
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After the spring festival of 2017, in April, on a normal day, when villagers
are still hanging out in these spaces as usual, the Xiong’an New Area
was announced.

Suddenly, the Baita Village has become one of the most important villages in the country. Thousands of visitors from inside and outside of China
will come to visit, and the village have to be able to showcase the high-quality lives in Chinese rural area.
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The local authorities, thus, started to beautify the exterior facades by
hanging up unifying political slogans and posters. And of course, these
left-over public spaces without design and management had to be
removed.

Finally, with good intention, they replaced them with some new sports facilities and hoped to maintain the vitality of the village. However, no one
ever come to these spaces again because these sports facilities are useless to the villagers, and cannot allow them to play cards.
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In 2017, the announcement of the Xiong’an New Area has changed the
situation.

Along with the launching of the construction of the new area, tens of thousands of outsiders have come to the region.
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Since all the new constructions and real estate activities are being
banned, outsiders can only rent houses from local residents as their
temporary apartments or offices. Some of them came to the Baita Village
to look for houses that are for rental.

After they move in, they started to rearrange the interior spaces as their temporary offices and dormitories.
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The outsiders have brought vitality, as well as the demands of necessities and food to the village. Thus, in front of these offices and dorms, some
people started to sell beers and vegetables.
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And as time goes by, small self-developed market and public spaces started to appear again.
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PSYCHOGEOGRAPHIC MAPS
I started the project by looking at the Baita Village in a broader historical context. I’ve listed the major political events of China that are
relevant to the planning of the Xiong’an New Area, and what I found is
that in China, state projects are all based on a paradoxical claim. One
the one hand, the government is announcing them as monumental
undertakings that can glorify the country and can bring people better
lives. On the other hand, they also require the individuals to sacrifice.
Started with Deng Xiaoping’s Shenzhen, all of the following presidents
have already developed their own state projects, such as the three
gorges dam, the Beijing Olympics and the Xiong’an New Area. These
projects are being used as a political method by the government or
leaders of the country to manifest their authority and to enhance their
achievements, and meanwhile, due to the large amount of demolition
and relocation, they are destroying local identities and memories.
But when I start to zoom in to a smaller scale, I found that the impact
of the New Area on local society and towns are much more complicated than the binary conflicts between the government and the people.
Since its announcement, the three gorges dam has led to a complex
series of conflicts and negotiations among different groups of people,
and a lot of changes in land policies. And these changes and people’s
reaction to them are not only altering the urban conditions of the cities
along the Yangtze River, but are also changing the natural landscapes.
The objective of the project is to understand and represent the
Xiong’an New Area differently. Usually, architects and planners tend
to study this kind of project from a totalizing view, and in architectural
documents, the cities are always represented as icons at a very large
scale. However, as I said, its impact and individuals’ reactions to it are
also extremely important in terms of shaping the built environment
and the landscape. And this is only the story of Baita. There are much
more villages in the area are influenced by the new city, and if we start
to understand them in this way, the real image of Xiong’an can be
extremely complicated and uneven. The clear cut between the old and
new will no longer exist, and the urbanism along the river can be much
more interconnected and uneven than we’ve imagined.
The city, then, can start to be understood as the overlap countless layers of psychogeographic maps. And architectural design, we believe,
can then become interventions that can start to bridge among layers,
and among different groups of people.
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